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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to investigate whether the selection of benchmark writing samples influences the assessment of students' writing quality. Grade 3 writing samples were scored in two separate rating sessions. Within each scoring condition, raters used a different set of benchmark writing samples. Raw ratings were analyzed using multi-facet Rasch models. Raw ratings and Rasch parameter estimates were examined and compared for the two sets of ratings. Ratings were also compared to hypothetical performance standards to illustrate the impact of differential benchmark selection. The same writing samples received very different ratings when different benchmark papers were used in scoring, despite the uniform rubric. Results imply that assessed quality of writing may depend more on the benchmarks chosen to define the rubric, than on the rubric itself. Results confirm the need for continued investigation into sources of construct-irrelevant variance in the design and development of writing assessments and suggest caution in the use and interpretation of large-scale writing assessment scores.
The Effect of Benchmark Selection on the Assessed Quality of Student Writing

Introduction

Direct assessments of writing performance are increasingly included in large-scale testing programs, often with high-stakes consequences, despite concerns regarding reliability and validity (Gordon, Engelhard, Gabrielson, and Bernknopf, 1996; Mehrens, 1992). The purpose of this study was to investigate the role of benchmark writing samples in a direct assessment of writing. Benchmarks, also known as anchor papers, exemplars, or range-finders, are the writing samples chosen to define levels of performance in the scoring rubric. The chosen benchmarks operationalize the concepts described in the language of the scoring rubric. They define the standards of performance for a given assessment and serve as the rubric's surrogate reference points, against which all samples are judged.

The consistent application of the scoring rubric is considered essential to the validity and meaningful interpretation of scores for performance assessments (see e.g., Brennan and Johnson, 1995; Messick, 1995). The particular benchmarks chosen to represent levels of performance in the rubric would appear to be highly related to score outcome. However, research regarding the role of benchmarks in scoring direct writing assessments is surprisingly limited. We sought to investigate whether, and to what extent, benchmarks influence the ratings of students' writing. In this study, the same Grade 3 writing samples were scored in two separate rating sessions. Within each scoring condition, raters used a different set of benchmark writing samples. The two sets of benchmarks represented the same rubric but one set of benchmarks was chosen from
within the set of all Grade 3 papers and the second set was selected from a set of cross-grade papers, containing random subsets of papers from Grades 3, 5, and 8.

Method

Design

Grade 3 students produced writing samples in response to a Narrative mode prompt for a district-wide assessment of writing performance. Benchmarks were chosen from the set of Grade 3 Narrative writing samples and were used as the Within-grade benchmarks in scoring all Grade 3 papers. In addition, classrooms of Grade 5 and 8 students were randomly selected to respond to the same Narrative writing prompt as the Grade 3 students. The Narrative writing samples from Grade 5 and 8 students were combined with a random subset of Grade 3 student samples. Benchmark writing samples were chosen from this combined set of Grades 3, 5, and 8 papers and used in scoring this Across-grades set of papers.

Over 300 Grade 3 writing samples had two sets of ratings: one set scored against the Within-grade Benchmarks, and one set scored against the Across-grades Benchmarks. Raw ratings, as well as ability (theta) parameter estimates obtained in multi-facet Rasch model analyses, were compared between the two sets of ratings.

Data

All subjects that produced writing samples used in this study were Grades 3, 5, and 8 students from a large metropolitan school district. The writing assessments were part of an on-going district-wide assessment program intended to reflect progress toward curricular objectives in writing and language arts. For each grade, a writing prompt from a different discourse mode was presented. All Grade 3 students responded to a Narrative
mode prompt. Randomly selected classrooms of Grade 5 and Grade 8 students also responded to the same Narrative mode prompt as the Grade 3 students. The Narrative mode prompt is shown in Figure 1. There were 317 Grade 3 samples that were rated with the Within-grade benchmarks and again with the Across-Grades benchmarks. The Across-grades set of ratings also included 180 Grade 5 Narrative writing samples and 172 Grade 8 Narrative writing samples.

Think of something you have done, a special place you have been, or a special person you have known that has created a memory for you. Describe your feelings and why it was important to you.

Figure 1. Narrative mode writing prompt.

Students responded to the writing prompts in December, 1998. Assessments were administered over two, separate 50 minute periods. Randomly selected classrooms of Grade 5 and Grade 8 students were assessed over an additional two, separate 50 minute periods to obtain writing samples from the Narrative discourse mode. Teachers were required to read aloud the instructions as they appeared in a prepared teacher's manual.

Student writing samples were scored by professional raters from a commercial testing company in the early months of 1999. In each scoring session, two raters read and scored each paper. For any pair of score points that differed by more than 1 point, another rater was called upon to score the paper and provide a third rating. For this study, cases that required a third rating were excluded from analysis.
Raters scored the writing samples, using a six-point, six-trait rubric (Spandel, 1996). The six writing traits evaluated were:

1. Ideas (well-developed, clear, and complete),
2. Organization (logical order, clear introduction and ending, effective transitions),
3. Voice (commitment to topic, originality, appropriate feeling and tone),
4. Word Choice (adds interest and understanding, enhances detail),
5. Sentence Fluency (sentences flow, have varied lengths, and ease reading), and
6. Conventions (minimal errors in grammar, punctuation, spelling, and format).

Benchmark papers were chosen to guide scoring for each separate grade level.

Benchmarks were also chosen from the combined Grades 3, 5, and 8 Across-grades set of writing samples. Professional raters chose the benchmarks and the final choices were reviewed and approved by school district staff. Each of the six score points, for each analytic trait, was represented by a benchmark paper chosen from the set of writing samples to be evaluated.

**Procedure**

Raw ratings were analyzed using multi-facet Rasch models. Raw ratings and Rasch-estimated student abilities, trait difficulties, and rater leniency-severity parameters were examined. The multi-facet Rasch model is an extension of the Rasch model (Rasch, 1960/1980; Wright and Stone, 1979) that accommodates multiple facets in the analysis. Student ability is estimated while accounting for rater severity and analytic-trait difficulty. The multi-facet (also called many-facet and many-faceted) Rasch model (Linacre, 1989) is an extension of Rasch ordered-category and partial credit models (Andrich, 1978;
Masters, 1982; Wright and Masters, 1982) and its use has been demonstrated previously in analyzing assessments of writing (e.g., Engelhard, 1992). The multi-facet Rasch model that was employed in this study can be expressed as Equation 1,

\[
\log\left(\frac{P_{nijk}}{P_{nijk-1}}\right) = B_n - R_i - T_j - F_k,
\]

where \(P_{nijk}\) is equal to the probability of student \(n\) being rated \(k\) on trait \(j\) by rater \(i\), \(P_{nijk-1}\) is equal to the probability of student \(n\) being rated \(k - 1\) on trait \(j\) by rater \(i\), \(B_n\) is the writing ability of student \(n\), \(R_i\) is the severity of rater \(i\), \(T_j\) is the difficulty of analytic trait \(j\), and \(F_k\) is the difficulty of rating threshold \(k\), relative to rating threshold \(k - 1\). Observed ratings are transformed into a linear logistic scale (in log-odds units, or logits) that ranges from \(-\infty\) to \(+\infty\). Perfect scores and zero scores are eliminated from analysis because they are non-estimable. Estimated student abilities, rater severity, and trait difficulty can be located along this scale and compared to each other. The distributions of latent trait locations within each ratings set for students, raters, and traits were examined.

The ratings from the Within-grade scoring were compared to the ratings from the Grade 3 subset of the Across-grades scoring. Raw ratings and Rasch parameter estimates were examined and compared between the different benchmark paper conditions. Rasch student-ability locations from each benchmark condition analysis were compared using a \(t\)-test for dependent samples. Patterns among the rater severities and trait difficulties within each benchmark conditions were examined, as well.

To illustrate the impact of benchmark selection on the assessed quality of student writing, the ratings sets are compared against hypothetical performance standards.
Contingency tables are provided to show the classifications of students (i.e., At or above standard or Below standard) based on two sets of ratings for the same papers. The proportion of misclassified students is reported for each of two hypothetical performance standards.

Results

Ratings of the same essays differed in magnitude and relative rank when scored against different sets of benchmarks. Not surprisingly, raw ratings were higher for the papers rated against the Within-grade benchmarks, with a mean of summed score-points of 20.7 (SD = 3.76), compared to 17.0 (SD = 4.32) for the same papers rated against the Across-grades benchmarks. The correlation between raw scores was .763 ($r^2 = .5825$).

Rasch student-ability location estimates were also significantly higher ($M = -2.57$, SD = 3.88) for the Within-grade benchmark condition than the Across-grades benchmark condition ($M = -3.84$, SD = 3.52), with a $t$ (df = 316) of 8.769, $p < .001$, $\alpha = .05$. As with the raw scores, the rank-ordering of student-ability locations differed between the Grade 3 Within-grade and Across-grades benchmark conditions, with a correlation between estimates of .762 ($r^2 = .5806$).

The distributions of rater-severity parameter estimates, or locations along a leniency-severity continuum (expressed in logits), were not remarkably different between the two benchmark conditions. Most raters in each set differed significantly from each other, with significant fixed chi-square values for the rater facet in both analyses, $\chi^2(5) = 236.2$, $p < .01$, $N = 6$ for the Within-grade condition and $\chi^2(11) = 892.5$, $p < .01$, $N = 12$ for the Across-grades condition. None of the six rater-severity locations had outfit mean-square statistics indicating misfit ($\geq 3.00$) in the Within-grade analysis. Only one rater-
severity location (A9) had a high standardized outfit mean-square value in the Narrative analysis (standardized outfit of 4.00, outfit mean-square of 1.3). Re-analysis after removal of this rater failed to reach convergence, so results are reported on the original analysis. Rater-severity locations, intentionally centered at zero, spanned less range for the 6 raters in the Within-grade benchmark condition (M = 0; SD = 0.708), than for the 12 raters in the Across-grades benchmark condition (M = 0; SD = 0.786).

The relative difficulty of the six analytic traits also differed considerably, depending on whether the samples were scored against the Within-grade benchmarks or the Across-grades benchmarks. Figure 2 shows the trait-difficulty locations (intentionally centered at zero in both analyses) estimated for the Within-grade and Across-grades ratings sets. Also, the range of difficulty is more restricted for the Within-grade benchmark type, with location estimates ranging from -1.01, for the least difficult trait, Word Choice, to +.96, for the most challenging trait of Conventions. The range of difficulty for the Across-grades benchmark type extends from -1.82, for Voice, to +2.36, for Conventions. Consequently, the trait locations, intentionally centered at zero in both analyses, were more widely dispersed (M = 0; SD = 1.4228) under the Across-grades condition than the Within-grade condition (M = 0; SD = 0.6789). Trait-difficulty locations under the different benchmark conditions are most different for Voice and Conventions (with differences of 1.42 and -1.40, respectively). Table 1 shows the trait-difficulty locations, along with their differences (Within - Across). For each benchmark condition, most analytic traits differed significantly among themselves, with significant fixed chi-square values for the trait facet in both analyses, $\chi^2(5) = 244.7, p < .01$ for the Within-grade condition and $\chi^2(5) = 2455.9, p < .01$ for the Across-grades condition.
Figure 2. Trait-difficulty locations for Within-grade and Across-grades ratings sets for Grade 3 writing samples.
Table 1

Grade 3: Trait-difficulty Locations for each Analytic Trait by Benchmark Type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analytic Trait</th>
<th>Within-grade (SE)</th>
<th>Across-grades (SE)</th>
<th>Within - Across</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ideas</td>
<td>.00 (.10)</td>
<td>-.95 (.07)</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>.01 (.10)</td>
<td>.38 (.06)</td>
<td>-.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voice</td>
<td>-.40 (.10)</td>
<td>-1.82 (.06)</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word Choice</td>
<td>-1.01 (.10)</td>
<td>-.30 (.07)</td>
<td>-.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentence Fluency</td>
<td>.45 (.10)</td>
<td>.32 (.06)</td>
<td>.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventions</td>
<td>.96 (.09)</td>
<td>2.36 (.06)</td>
<td>-1.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean: 0 0 0
Standard Deviation: 1.42 .68 1.05

The largest shifts in difficulty on traits between the two conditions were Conventions (higher difficulty for Grade 3 in Across-grades analysis), Voice, and Ideas (both lower in difficulty in Across-grades analysis). However, looking at the relationship between the estimated trait difficulties reveals that there is a moderately high relationship between the trait-difficulties, and a near-perfect relationship between them, if Word Choice and Organization are omitted. Figure 3 is a scatterplot of the trait-difficulty locations from the two benchmark condition ratings.
Figure 3. Trait-difficulty locations estimated for the Grade 3 Within-grade ratings and for the Grades 3, 5, and 8 Across-grades ratings, marked by analytic trait.

Given a compensatory standard set at an average raw score-point rating of 4 across all six analytic traits, fourteen percent of Grade 3 students would obtain inconsistent results (i.e., at or above standard on one mode and below standard on the other) on papers rated against different benchmarks. If a lower hypothetical standard is explored, such as an average raw score-point rating of 3 across analytic traits, 36% of students are classified differently between the two benchmark conditions. Most of the misclassification occurs with students who would be considered at or above the standard when rated against the Within-grade benchmarks. Under the higher standard, seventy-five percent of these students would be considered below standard when rated against Across-
grade benchmarks. Tables 2 and 3 display the contingencies for each hypothetical standard scenario, given the Grade 3 raw scores in this sample.

Table 2

Grade 3: Number of Students Meeting Hypothetical Compensatory Standard of Average Raw Score-point Rating of “4” when Scored Against Different Benchmark Papers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Across-grades Benchmarks</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>At or above Standard</td>
<td>Below Standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3

Grade 3: Number of Students Meeting Hypothetical Compensatory Standard of Average Raw Score-point Rating of “3” when Scored Against Different Benchmark Papers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Across-grades Benchmarks</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>At or above Standard</td>
<td>Below Standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion

The same writing samples, judged against the same rubric, received different ratings when different benchmark papers were used in scoring. The selection of different scoring benchmarks from either within or across grade levels did affect the assessment of student writing quality for the Grade 3 students in this study. Despite being scored against the same six-trait, six-point analytic rubric, Grade 3 Narrative writing samples received higher grades when scored against benchmark papers chosen from Grade 3 samples, than when scored against benchmark papers chosen from a combined set of samples from Grades 3, 5, and 8. If results on the two sets of ratings in this writing assessment were to be compared to a hypothetical standard, there would be a considerable difference in perceived success, depending on the benchmarks used for scoring.

The findings raise questions about the meaning and intentions underlying the rubric. The benchmarks chosen to represent the score-points in the rubric clearly reflected different interpretations, given the collection of writing samples to be scored. We might expect the writing samples of Grade 3 students to be rated lower when compared to the performance of Grade 5 or 8 students, than when compared to the writing of same-grade peers. However, we do not expect the same writing samples of Grade 3 students, scored against the same rubric, to be rated differently. Does the rubric reflect a broad construct of writing, representing all stages of writing ability, that spans the levels of performance that extend from novice, emerging writers to expert, accomplished writers? Or is the rubric intended to be interpreted at varying grade levels to reflect several narrow constructs that measure writing ability relative to grade-level expectations and curricular targets? In this study, the benchmarks translated the language of the rubric into two different
assessments; one that measured writing at grade level and one that measured a broader construct of writing ability. Student ratings differed substantially in magnitude and rank, and analytic traits differed in relative difficulty. The benchmarks operationalized the language of the rubric into two different assessments that reflected different contexts and perceptions of the construct of writing ability measured.

The relationship between the trait-difficulty locations also reveals that while the estimated difficulty of analytic traits differed considerably between the two scoring conditions, there are some traits may be related more strongly between the conditions than others. Word Choice, and to some degree, Organization, appeared to be possible outliers with respect to a potentially strong relationship between the trait estimates for the two benchmark conditions. This suggests that some aspects of a broader construct of writing ability may be comparable across grade levels, while other aspects of writing ability may be defined and assessed very differently depending on the writer's grade level. The results suggest a need for further research regarding the perceptions of raters with respect to rubric interpretation and the construct of writing.

The use of uniform criteria in writing scoring rubrics clearly does not ensure consistent application of the rubric. The standards of writing performance defined in the writing rubric imply a standards-based assessment framework. Benchmarks operationalize the rubric in the actual scoring of writing and are selected from the set of performances to be rated. The selection of benchmarks from a given set of examinee performances would imply a relative assessment framework. Results suggest that benchmark selection does transform the standards-based assessment framework defined by the writing rubric into a relative assessment framework.
Results of this study demonstrate that diversely defined ranges of least to highest quality could each be mapped to the generic language of a rubric. The selection of the benchmarks is an instrumental part of scoring and have a critical impact on scoring outcomes. Further research regarding the selection and use of benchmarks in scoring is needed to better understand the role of the benchmark as a critical element in direct writing assessment. Results confirm the need for continued investigation into sources of construct-irrelevant variance in the design and development of writing assessments and caution in the use and interpretation of large-scale writing assessment scores.
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